The Trail, 1993-11-18 by Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound
At a forum on Wednesday night, Jason Werts, ASUPS President, listens attentively to President Susan 
Pierce discuss the reasons for the recent sale of the law school. 
CTA dept. questions media credit 
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"How smooth must be the lan- 
guage of the whites, when they 
can make right look like wrong, 
and wrong like right." 
—Black Hawk 
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Frustrations voiced 
over law school sale 
DBy Rebecca Page and 
Julia Stearns 
News Editor and Guest Writer 
President Pierce along with 
chairman of the board of trust-
ees, William Weyerhaeuser, 
and Ray Bell, vice president of 
finances, explained the reason-
ing behind the sale of the Puget 
Sound Law School at the forum 
at 7:(X) p.m. Wednesday, No-
vember 17 in the Great Hall. 
Student body president, Ja-
son Werts, introduced the fo-
rum as an opportunity for the 
campus community to discuss 
the decision so that "students, 
graduate and un-
dergraduate, con-
tinue to benefit 
from their rela-
tions with the uni-
versity." 
"After 
	 the 
tension 	 that 
stemmed from 
sexual harass-
ment and tenure 
last year, the ad-
ministration has 
continually advo-
cated the importance of a sense 
of trust within the campus com-
munity," Werts said. 
"There is a sense of insecu-
rity, nervousness and anxiety 
from faculty and students 
alike...The atmosphere on cam-
pus is an unfortunate reminder 
of last spring," Werts said 
Both the administration and 
the student body expressed con-
cern over feelings of distrust. 
According to Weyerhaeuser, 
the administration's purpose in 
the forum was to hear student 
concerns, as a means of valida-
tion rather than as an apology. 
"I cannot apologize for the 
way we made that decision," 
said Weyerhaeuser. "But I can 
say that your concern about stu-
dent involvement is something 
that the board certainly values 
and I am confident that as we 
move forward a lot of collabo-
rative decis;ons will be made." 
Generally, sentiments com-
municated by students were not 
ones of opposition to the sale 
decision. Instead, students' 
major concern was the private  
and secretive manner in which 
it was handled. Weyerhaeuser 
said there was "probably more 
criticism about the process than 
about the decision." 
The people of the community 
expressed the most opposition 
to the law school decision. Bill 
Baarsma, city councilman and 
professor of business and pub-
lic administration, represented 
the frustration felt by many citi-
zens of Tacoma. 
"You know that things will 
never be the same, ' said 
Baarsma. "There has been a 
betrayal of trust between the 
community and this institution." 
When Werts 
opened up the 
forum to general 
'participation, 
several students 
asked questions 
ranging from the 
fate of the law 
school lltiilding 
to the future use 
of the funds re-
ceived in ex-
change for the 
, law school. 
The university administration 
maintained its previously stated 
assertion that finances were not 
a major issue in the "transfer." 
"The money that [the univer-
sity] does receive will be used 
to support the programs on this 
campus, it will be used to repay 
the debt that now exists on the 
law center," said Bell. "It is 
most important to remember 
that it will be used to support 
programs on this campus." 
Overwhelmingly, students 
and members of the commu-
nity voiced concerns with the 
prospect of rebuilding trust be-
tween administration, faculty 
and student body. 
"A better effort needs to be 
made to bring what's happen-
ing to the forefront," said stu-
dent Bruce Prince. 
"I think that in order to facili-
tate effective change you've got 
to...bring the people and the 
community around the school 
forward with it. We need clear 
answers, we need to see more 
and we need more involve-
ment," Prince said. 
ClBy Melissa Hawken 
Guest Writer 
The .25 activity credit given 
to students enrolled in The 
Tamanawas, KUPS or The Trail 
classes may be eliminated from 
the schedule of courses in fall 
1994. 
The Department of Commu-
nication and Theater Arts 
(CTA), the current sponsor of 
these classes, is considering this 
action for several reasons. Ac-
cording to David Droge, de-
partment chair, The 
Tamanawas, KUPS and The 
Trail programs are not aligned 
with the present CTA curricu-
lum. CTA is working to define 
its program as human commu-
nication. 
"They [other CTA courses] 
are not concerned with devel-
oping skills in either print or 
broadcast media product," 
Droge said. "Hence, offering 
credit for campus media con-
tributes to student confusion 
about our academic program." 
Susan Tjardes, communica-
tion professor and KUPS spon- 
sor said, "Accountability and 
responsibility for advising the 
media is out of the range of our 
area." 
Droge also explained that 
because there is no full-time 
media advisor for the student 
media, the department finds it-
self sponsoring credit without 
being able to monitor the con-
ditions under which it is earned. 
"Our inability to ensure ac-
countability in the awarding of 
earning credit makes the cur- 
see CREDIT page 3 
"There has been 
a betrayal of 
trust between the 
community and 
this institution." 
–Bill Baarsma 
Community ponders faith and sexuality 
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Tuesday night, members of the campus and Tacoma community 
packed the boardroom for a discussion of Christianity and sexuality. 
munity: Puget Sound student in our power to avoid that," she 
David Wright, Rev. Jan Scaggs, said. 
pastor of the New Heart Metro- 
	 David Wright began the dis- 
politan Community Church, cussion with the Book of Ro-
Mary Plant, a representative mans. "Let love be genuine," 
from the Shalom Center and the he said. "Love one another with 
Associated Ministries of Pierce brotherly affection... Bless those 
County and Scott Sand, a staff who persecute you... Live in 
member of residential pro- harmony with one another." 
grams. University chaplainJim 
	 Wright emphasized that 
Davis moderated. 
	 Christianity teaches love and in 
The audience was forewarned no way condones hate. "...[I] 
againstmalcing personal attacks realized there wasn't just one 
by Understanding Sexuality way to look at [the Bible]," he 
representative Allison 
Hoffman. "We will do anything see FAITH/SEX page 3 
OBy Siri Engstrom 
Assistant News Editor 
What are the bounds of Chris-
tianity? What does the Bible 
say about homosexuality? Am 
I still a Christian if I'm homo-
sexual? Am I still a Christian if 
I am homophobic? 
These questions were the ba-
sis for the discussion on the 
Bible and homosexuality last 
Tuesday night sponsored by 
Understanding Sexuality and 
Religious Life. On the panel 
were four members of the com- 
P HOTO POLL 
"I think the school 
should have consulted 
the student body before 
the sale. I was a little 
miffed when I heard the 
news from my parents, 
not the university. The 
sale itself might make the 
school stronger, but I 
imagine that the amount 
of pre-law students will 
drop significantly." 
-Kaj Trapp 
"We are concerned about the way things happened behind 
closed doors. It made us feel left out and wondering whether 
the university actually cares about the feelings of students. 
First it was the business school, now the law school, what 
next?" 
-Brian Dentler & Jeremy Korst 
"How do you think the university 
handled the sale of the law school?" 
"Those who have 
jurisdiction over the 
finances of UPS have 
every right to sell the 
law school. A college is 
not just an educational 
institution; it is a 
business." 
-Jonathan Juilfs 
"The whole thing with it being done behind closed doors 
reeks of Wall Street, not Warner Street. We expect secrecy 
in corporate takeovers rather than issues that concern the 
university and its students as well as the community 
economically, socially and politically." 
-Alyse Collins & Jim Davis 
"The next time I drive 
down 18th will there be a 
for-sale sign on the 
President's house? As a 
senior contemplating 
applying for law school it 
definitely makes me want 
to re-evaluate whether to 
apply there or not. Who 
knows what changes the 
Seattle University admin- 
istration will make." 
-Kathy Jones 
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World Report  
Compiled from The New York Times 
A narrow victory for Clinton — but a win nevertheless 
Washington, Nov. 16: The White House has won pledges of support from legislators who had 
previously opposed NAFTA, a mere 24 hours before the critical vote by the House. The number of 
House supporters now outnumbers the number of the opposition. All five surviving presidents 
collaborated for the first time "in a formal letter appealing to lawmakers not to let a historic 
opportunity pass." 
Japan plans changes —Hosokawa heads for Seattle 
Tokyo, Nov. 16: Japan has set a course for some sweeping political changes. The government won 
a critical vote in a committee of Parliament on a package of bills that would revamp their corrupt 
electoral system. Prime Minister Morihiro Hosokawa is confident he will gain the approval 
necessary in the lower house of Parliament today. The upper house has yet to approve the package. 
His long-term goals are of opening the economy and establishing control over the powerful 
Government bureaucracy. Hosokawa will be in Seattle on Friday to talk with President Clinton. 
Removal of gays from the military a violation of the Fifth Amendment 
Washington, Nov. 16: Doubt has been cast on Clinton's new policy for gays in the military by a 
Federal appeals panel. The new regulation violates the equal protection guarantee of the Fifth 
Amendment under which the government should not be allowed to remove members of the armed 
services merely because they say they are homosexuals. The new policy permits the dismissal of 
soldiers and sailors by the military on that basis. 
Clinton hopes to improve relations with Beijing in Seattle on Friday 
Washington, Nov. 16: Among those coming to Seattle on Friday to meet with President Clinton 
is China's president. Clinton hopes to "tentatively embrace Beijing leaders rather than castigating 
them." Clinton has shown his determination already by opening a series of "high-level exchanges" 
in September with Beijing and sending President Jiang Zemin a letter announcing that the United 
States would help promote a "strong, stable and prosperous China." Clinton failed to use Mr. Jiang's 
most important title of "General Secretary of the Communist Party." 
Senate approves bill to protect abortion clinics 
Washington, Nov. 16: In a 69 to 40 vote, the Senate approved a Federal law prohibiting bombings, 
arson and blockades at abortion clinics, and shootings and threats of violence against doctors and 
nurses who perform abortions. By most senators, the matter was seen as an issue of law and order 
rather than of abortion. The bill offers protection to anti-abortion counseling centers as well as to 
abortion centers and clinics. The measure would allow the F.B.I. to investigate attacks on clinics and 
those who perform abortions. Today the House is expected to adopt a similar bill. 
Nelson defends freedom of speech 
By Chris Aschauer 
Staff Writer 
Former reporter for The News 
Tribune , Sandy Nelson, claims 
The News Tribune is incorrectly 
interpreting the Constitution. In 
a forum on November 10, 
Nelson said current views of 
the Constitution hold that while 
Congress cannot abridge the 
right to freedom of speech, 
people or companies can. 
Nelson has worked at the Tri-
bune for the past 13 years. She 
said she has written fair and 
even-handed stories, but when 
her off-duty activities went 
against the beliefs of the man-
agement of the Tribune, they 
silenced her by moving her to 
copy editing. 
Nelson said her change in 
position was a deliberate tactic 
by her employer to put her in a 
job she would not enjoy, as well  
as one that required her to be at 
work from 3 p.m. until mid-
night, Tuesday through Satur-
day. This has prevented her from 
meeting with several activist 
groups, curtailing her commu-
nity involvement. 
"I don't think any job is worth 
giving up your constitutional 
right for," Nelson said. Nelson 
is currently a civil rights activ-
ist who supports socialism and 
feminism as means to free all 
women from oppression. 
Nelson said we must recon-
struct the modes of production 
in our society and, in the pro-
cess, remove the prejudices that 
have become so ingrained in 
our system. 
She is outspoken in her be-
liefs, fighting to bring the union 
to the Tribune and to amend 
state laws so an employer may 
not legally discriminate on the 
basis of sexual orientation. 
Since the loss of the anti-
discrimination battle in 1990, 
Nelson has been fighting the 
Tribune who, at the point of the 
anti-discrimination 
amendment's defeat, openly 
demanded that she stop her in-
volvement in gay and lesbian 
rights activism if she wanted 
her old job back. 
"Essentially they're saying 
they own you for 24 hours a 
day, when they're only paying 
you for eight hours a day," said 
Nelson. 
Nelson welcomes all inter-
ested individuals to help with 
her defense committee which 
meets the first Wednesday of 
each month, the next meeting 
being on December 1. The com-
mittee meets in the Downtown 
branch of the Tacoma public 
library where they are working 
on petitions, mailing lists and 
more. 
CRIMES ON CAMPUS 
10 November through 17 November 1993 
10 November, 7:45 p.m. 	 A student reported to Security that she observed a male 
masturbating in a vehicle in the parking lot near North 16th and 
Alder Streets. Security checked the area immediately, but the 
individual had left. 
11 November, 1:15 p.m. 	 A visitor to campus reported several personal items were 
stolen from his Jeep while it was parked near North 16th and 
Lawrence Streets. Apparently one of the windows was unzipped 
and the items were removed. 
12 November, 2:50 p.m. 	 A visitor to the Fieldhouse had her purse taken from her 
vehicle while it was parked in the lot. The purse was left on the 
front seat of the vehicle. The vehicle was entered by smashing a 
side window. 
14 November, 5:09 p.m. 	 A student reported the seat was taken from her bicycle while 
it was locked in a Residence Hall bike storage area. 
*Please contact Security if you will be away for Thanksgiving break and will be leaving 
your vehicle on campus. 
Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services 
0 PEN FORUMS & CAMPUS EVENTS  
for the week of November 19 - December 1 
Monday, November 29, BLP Seminar presents Debby 
Flynn, manager of Quality Consulting Services for KMPG 
Peat Marwick, at 3 p.m., McIntyre 213. 
An open meeting to discuss the progress of the national 
search for an Academic Vice President and Dean of the 
University, Tuesday, November 30, at 4:00 p.m. in 
McIntyre 103. Members of the Search Advisory Committee 
will be present to answer questions and hear suggestions. 
Brown-bag lunch discussion of Alzheimer's Disease, 
sponsored by the Health Promotion Committee, noon in 
SUB 201 on Tuesday, November 30. 
(expires 12/2/93) Not valid with any other offer. One coupon wzrson. (expires 12/2/93) . 
Not valid with any other offer. 
j One coupon per person. 
(expires 12/2/93) Not valid with any other offer. One coupon per person. (expires 12/2/93) 
Not valid with any other offer. 
One coupon per person. 
MIDNIGHT SNACK, 
2602 N Proctor St. 
Tacoma, Wa. 98407 DOLLAR BACK  
(206) 752-8557 
Located next to Starbucks. 
Burning the midnight oil? Subway's the place to go to refuel. We're open 'til 12midnight Sunday thru Thursday and 2am on Friday and Saturday. 
Satisfy your midnight munchies - and save at Subway. 
3061 6th Ave. 
Tacoma, Wa. 98406 
• 	 (206) 272-3633 
Located across from Toni Boys 
$1 off 
any footlong Sub. 
Free medium(32oz) soda 
with purchase of any 6" or 12" Sub. 
99c Sub 
With any footlong Sub. 
6" Sub Free 
With footlong Sub, Medium soft drink and chips. 
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CREDIT from page 1 
rent situation problematic for 
us," he said. 
Carrie Siegal, a student cur-
rently receiving credit for The 
Trail class disagreed. "I think 
we have had a lot of interaction 
with our sponsor, Julie Neff," 
she said. 
"We have had speakers, went 
to a seminar on libel and are 
always encouraged to meet with 
Julie if we ever have questions 
on our stories. It has been a real 
help." 
Droge stressed that the de-
partment was only considering 
this and will wait for feedback 
from the student media before 
making any final decisions. "If 
this caused a serious hardship, 
such as The Trail or KUPS hav-
ing to shut down, then we 
wouldn't do it," he said. 
General manager of KUPS, 
Matt Phinney, does see poten-
tial hardships. "We are currently 
gearing up to use the class as a 
means to provide more training 
before a DJ gets a show," he 
said. 
Phinney continued, "DJ's 
need a license before going on 
the air, basically for legal pur-
poses. People who are not in-
volved with the class are just 
not getting the experience or 
training they need." 
Other than Phinney, most 
people involved have not ex-
pressed much concern over the 
possible elimination. 
"I think people join these 
groups because they love it, not 
for the .25 activity credit. People 
have become deeply involved 
with never signing up for the 
credit," Tjardes said. 
"I can see the Communica- 
tion Department's reasons," 
said Rachael Bergner, co-edi-
tor-in-chief of The Tamanawas. 
"It would be nice to get credit 
from somewhere, but I don't 
really think it will hurt partici-
pation. I think the reason people 
join the staffs is interest." 
According to Droge, the CTA 
department is strongly encour-
aging Judith Kay, dean of stu-
dents, to seek a full-time media 
advisor. "Despite our confi-
dence in the work currently per-
formed by Julie Neff and Sue 
Tjardes, we are convinced that 
the temporary arrangement oc-
curring during this academic 
year is unacceptable as a model 
for along term solution," Droge 
said. 
Currently, Kay has not yet 
responded to this proposal. 
FAITH/SEX from page 1 
said. Through religion classes, 
he was able to find reasons to be 
able to believe what he knew 
was right. 
Rev. Jan Scaggs began by 
stating that she is a lesbian. "I 
did not choose this lifestyle. 
I've always been this way. And 
believe me, if I had a choice, 
there is a much easier life out 
there..." 
She spoke of her upbringing 
in the church and her feelings of 
isolation and confusion 
throughout her adolescence. 
She said for many years she 
believed she was the only one 
who felt this way. 
"Truthfully, God made me 
just the way I am," she said. She  
does not believe in arguing the-
ology, and feels that it is no 
one's business what someone's 
sexual orientation is. 
"I really don't think God cares 
what we do in the bedroom," 
Scaggs said. 
"Humans should not judge 
— that's for God," said Scott 
Sand. "Our obligation is to love 
one another." He said that it is 
our own sins that we need to 
work on and let God judge the 
sins of others. "If we are sitting 
in a room and uncomfortable, 
what that's telling us, I think, is 
that Christ is saying, 'You're 
not loving enough; there's 
something wrong. — 
One audience member asked 
"As a lesbian, I find 
it condescending and 
hurtful to be loved 
[for myself] but 
hated when I love 
my partner. I mean, 
if you're going to 
hate my love for my 
partner, you might 
as well hate me." 
-University student 
the question, "How can we love 
and not judge people at the same 
time? I believe we're also told 
to love the person who commits 
murder... if we're not judging 
the person, what are we do-
ing?" 
The general panel consensus 
was that we need to love the 
sinner and hate the sin that is 
detrimental to that person. 
A Puget Sound student asked 
how he can so easily forgive a 
person he believes to be sinning 
when they are unwilling to 
change. The suggested appro-
priate reaction was to talk to the 
person about these feelings and 
not try to change the other 
person's lifestyle. 
In response, a lesbian student 
asked how someone could love 
her, yet hate her love. 
"As a lesbian, I find it conde-
scending and hurtful to be loved 
[for myself] but hated when I 
love my partner. I mean, if 
you're going to hate my love 
for my partner, you might as 
well hate me," the student said. 
"Hate has nothing to do with 
Christianity," responded 
Wright. 
Chaplain Davis closed the 
discussion with these thoughts: 
"At the worst, homosexuality is 
a victimless crime...Our chal-
lenge is to discern what truth 
is." 
`My Life' gives viewers insight into life 
UBy Laura Dissmeyer 
Guest Writer 
Bagre seeing the new movie 
rele#0044/03,4ard that the 
revie*§'Werdle§§ than great. My 
advice. is to forget the reviews 
and go see the   
movie any-
way. 
From the 
same people 
that brought 
us the movie 
Ghost, My 
Life stars 
Michael 
Keaton and Nicole Kidman in a 
performance that offers a lesson 
we can all learn from, 
I guessed from the previews 
that My Life would be a movie in 
which some form of tear ab-
sorber might prove helpful. Un-
fortunately, I forgot my Kleenex. 
As my friend and I sat in the 
theater waiting for the film to 
begin, we were joined by three 
Other Puget Sound students who 
came prepared for the movie and 
generously passed their wad of 
toilet paper down the aisle. Was 
I ever glad they came prepared! 
This is a movie that makes you 
feel like you are surrounded by a 
symphony of sniffles. 
Michael Keaton plays Bob 
JOnes, the owner of a successful 
Los Angeles public relations 
company, who learns that termi-
nal cancer has invaded his kid-
neys and 1 ungs, leaving him with 
only three to four months to live. 
Nicole Kidman plays Keaton's 
devoted wife, Gail, who is four 
months pregnant when Keaton 
learns of his illness. Keaton be-
gins the movie with a cynical 
outlook on life; he is still affected 
by the anger he harbors from 
childhood. 
Throughout the movie, Keaton 
plays a true dad 
with his trusty 
video camera 
in hand, film-
ing segments 
for his unborn 
child to watch 
in order to learn 
More about his 
father. The 
video camera goes almost every-
where with Keaton as he discusses 
all different aspects of life, In 
several funny scenes, 
Keaton displays for the 
camera the basics 01 
such things as shaving 
etiquette, basketball, 
music appreciation 
and jump starting a car. 
After several experi-
mental treatments pro-
vided by the hospital 
fail, Kidman is able to 
drag a reluctant 
Keaton to a spiritual 
healer. The spiritual 
healer provides 
Keaton with his most 
valuable lesson when 
he tells him that he 
must let go of his an-
ger and forgive in order to heal. 
Keaton is very skeptical at first, 
but after realizing that death is 
imminent, he decides to accept 
this advice. 
Keaton returns to Detroit, where 
he was raised and where his 
family still resides, in order to 
attend his brother's wedding. 
Upon moving to Los Angeles, 
Keaton had completely tried to 
block out his life in Detroit. His 
desire to shed his association 
with the past is evident through-
out the movie. Born as Robert 
v anovic h, he had changed his 
name to Bob Jones upon mov-
ing out west, disassociating him-
self with the anger stemming 
from his relationship with his 
While in Detroit, the whole 
family sits down, with video 
camera rolling, in order to get 
some footage in. The chat be-
cont es somew hat hostile, 
Once back in Los Angeles, the 
spiritual healer tells Keaton he 
still feels much anger in his heart. 
Keaton comes to understand 
see LIFE page 5 
Keaton displays for 
the camera the ba- 
sics of such things as 
shaving etiquette 
AWinter's Tale has wowed audiences since opening night, and will continue to do so until Saturday. 
AreE 
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Winter's Ta/esucceeds as a sensational splice of Shakespeare 
By Carrie Siegel 
Staff Writer 
Since Shakespeare apparently 
had trouble deciding if this play 
should be categorized as a com-
edy or a tragedy, watching The 
Inside Theater's fall production 
A Winter's Tale is akin to taking 
a ride on an exhausting emotional 
roller coaster. It's an absorbing 
tour de force of false accusations, 
mystical powers, love and in-
trigue. 
John Tocher is magnificent in 
the lead role of King Leontes. In 
the first act, this character is an 
archetypical cold-hearted bad 
guy, but what sets this villain 
apart from most is that he lives to 
regret his tyrannical deeds, turn-
ing good by the second act. 
Tocher's representation of this 
transition from unbridled despo-
tism to humble repentance is com-
pelling. 
I was gripped with the urge to 
ring his neck when he falsely ac-
cused his innocent wife of having 
an affair and repeatedly referred 
to his newborn daughter as a bas-
tard. I don't usually feel the incli-
nation to inflict bodily harm on 
fictional characters, but Tocher 
was such a very convincing 
schmuck. 
The comic relief (and I do mean 
RELIEF, for the first act is super-
latively sad and sombre) comes 
in the second act. Aitor Baraibar 
is spastic and laughably effemi-
nate in his role of the clown. One 
of the most memorable perfor- 
Two Ashland 
By Kristen Frost 
Guest Writer 
On Tuesday, November 30th, 
the Associated Students Univer-
sity of Washington Tacoma Cam-
pus will sponsor a performance 
by two actors from the Ashland 
Oregon Shakespeare Festival as a 
part of the Festival's annual 
School Visit Program. The show 
is scheduled to be held at the 
Tacoma Temple Theater at 47 St. 
Helens. 
During the performance, called 
"A Night with Shakespeare," the 
two actors, Kevin Fabian and 
Andrew Marshall, will perform 
fifteen excerpts from both 
Shakespeare and modern litera-
ture. Included in this 90 minute 
presentation are acts from Huck- , 
leberry Finn, They All Want To 
Play Hamlet, and I Hate Hamlet. 
According to Linda Morozzo, 
Vice President of Information 
Management for the student gov-
ernment at the University of 
Washington Tacoma Campus, the 
actors visit elementary schools, 
Kevin Fabian  
mantes in this play is Greg 
Sorber's as Autolycus; he's hi-
larious as the conniving pick-
pocket. This character sparks 
memories of good ol' Monsieur 
Thenardier from Les Miserables. 
Jennai Norton is superb as 
Paulina. She goes around trying 
to remedy every debauched situ-
ation with her good intentions 
and magical powers. Paulina is a 
much more engaging character 
than most in her genre. Though 
Jennai could have performed this 
as a Shakespearean Glenda the 
Good Witch, she's a complex and 
invigorating heroine. 
Other excellent performances 
come from Jesse Hinds as the 
roguish, noble Camillo, Amaya 
Egusquiza as ill-fated Hermione, 
and Little Miss Scene-Stealer-
Extraordinaire, Brenda 
Sturgeleski, as a shepherdess, 
though the entire troupe of actors 
and actresses in this play is com-
mendable. No weak links in this 
cast! 
There are even some groovy 
dance scenes and musical sche-
matic interludes. Plus, the scen-
ery is more aesthetically pleasing 
than any I've seen in the hal-
lowed halls of Jones. 
It's obvious that copious quan-
tities of work and thought went 
into this play from everyone in-
volved, most notably Tocher 
(What form of creative expres-
sion does this guy not excel at?) 
and the director, John Rindo. 
If you miss this play, you'll be 
forever regretful. 
actors bring 
middle schools, high schools, 
colleges and universities. 
The Oregon Shakespeare Fes-
tival, established in 1935, devel-
oped its School Visit Program 24 
years ago. According to informa-
tion released by the company, 
"[The Festival] is among the old-
est and largest professional re-
gional theater companies in the 
United States." Each year they 
have an eight-month season con-
sisting of 12 plays. 
Nineteen of the company's ac-
tors working in nine teams of two 
or three visited 224 schools and 
organizations in Alaska, Wash-
ington, Oregon, California, New 
Mexico and Nevada after their 
1992 festival season was com-
plete. 
These groups have managed to 
present the works of William 
Shakespeare and other well 
known playwrights to more than 
142,000 students. 
After watching one of these 
team's performance, a student 
wrote to the Festival saying, 
"I used to be bored by 
Shakespeare and by plays in gen-
eral. You have given me not only 
an appreciation of drama, but in-
spiration as well." 
"When I went down to the Fes-
tival [in Ashland] this summer," 
Morozzo says,"my friend and I 
went on a backstage tour. That's 
when I discovered their School 
Visit Program and thought it 
would be wonderful to have them 
come up to the UW." 
In his second year of working 
with the Festival and participat-
ing in school tours, Fabian is the 
n eteran of the duo. This past sea-
son he was cast as Lord Grey in 
Richard III and as Savory in The 
White Devil. 
Marshall, originally from 
Sydney, Australia, will be par-
ticipating in his first school tour, 
although he has been working for 
the Festival over the past two 
years. He has been acting in 
Shakespeare and modern litera-
ture plays since high school. This 
past season he acted in The White 
Devil and was cast as Lord Francis 
Lovel in Richard III. 
To complement the presenta-
tion on November 30th by Fabian 
and Marshall, Homer and Jane 
McKee Johnson will present a 
mini-concert of baroque and clas-
sical music on the Temple 
Theater's historic pipe organ . 
Mrs. Johnson is a well known 
organist. She has successfully 
maintained a career as a radio and 
TV artist for 30 years, produced  
two records, appeared at the Se 
attle Paramount Theater grand re-
opening in 1981 and has been a 
staff organist for Pizza and Pipes 
since 1975. 
Mr. Johnson took an interest in 
organs at an early age. With the 
help and encouragement of men-
tors, he became a theater projec- 
see BARD page 5 
Shakespeare to Tacoma 
Tim Curry plays the stunningly raunchy and evil Cardinal Richelieu. 
LIFE from page 4 
what he needs to do in order to 
come to peace with himself and 
discard his pain. He confronts 
his fears for once in his life by 
learning to forg ive and stop run-
ning from all the things that 
make him unhappy. 
My Life is one of those mov-
ies everyone. should see. The 
film sends an important mes-
sage about the necessity to live 
life in the present, with no re-
grets. 
Another appealing trait of 
this movie is Kidman's strong 
character. She unselfishly 
stands by her husband through-
out his pain, while she herself is 
going through the physical and 
emotional strain of pregnancy. 
Although My Lzfe is an emo- 
tionally draining movie, it man-
ages to squeeze in a humorous 
line or scene just when you are 
about to burst into sobs. Watch-
ing this movie was like riding a 
roller coaster; one moment I 
would laugh, the next cry, then 
laugh again. 
The plot was predictable at 
some points, but that didn't 
bother me. My Life is a great 
stress reliever that leaves you 
feeling fortunate for what you 
have. When crunch time at 
school starts to get to you, I 
would advise a trip to the theater 
(although I would not suggest 
taking anyone to this movie that 
you do not feel comfortable be-
coming emotional around). 
0 Quality food at it's finest! 
ChM  
761-RIBS (7427) 
AWARD WINNING CHILI AND RIBS 
Hours: 
Mon - Thurs 11 am to 8pm 
Fri - Sat 1 lam to 10pm 
Sun 12 noon to 6pm 
3919 6th Ave. (Near Proctor) 
Tacoma, WA 98407 
2 for 1 
lunch 
$3.95 
with UPS I.D. 
'expires 11/24/931 
COLLEGE GRAD M/F 
IT'S TIME TO RETIRE 
YOUR COLLEGE LOAN. 
Tired of coping with 
payments? The Army can 
put your college loan to rest 
in just 3 years. 
If you have a loan that's 
not in default, we'll pay off 1/3 or $1,500, 
whichever is greater for each year of 
service. Total repayment of up to 
:35.000. And %yell not only retire your 
loan, \ve'll give you other benefits to last 
a lifetime. Ask yourArmy Recruiter. 
Call: I -SOO-USA-ARMY 
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
RIGOS 
CPA & CMA 
Revie 
Our Students 
Won 
3 out of the top 5 
state awards 
on 5193 exam 
100% LIVE Instruction for 
the May 1994 CPA Exam 
A 
Our Early-Bird 40 classCPA and "2forl " CMA 
review programs begin November27 in Tacoma 
at 8:30 am in Room 502 of the Norton Clapp 
Law Center at lith & Broadway. 
RI CALL FOR FREE BROCHURE 230 Skinner Building 1326 Fifth Avenue Seattle, WA 98101-2614 
   
PROFESSMAL  
EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS, LID 
Seattle/Bellfrac 	  (206) 624-0716 
Portland 	  (503) 283-7224 
Spokane 	  (509) 325-1994 
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Disney's 'Three Musketeers' brings 
old fashioned adventure to screen 
qBy Tony Cesario 
Contributing Editor 
"All for one, and one for all." 
For generations, this famous cry 
has conjured images of kings and 
queens, bravery and showman-
ship, knightly men and courtly 
ladies. Movie studios brought 
this cry to life countless times 
before, and now Disney lets loose 
that same cry with its release of 
The Three Musketeers. 
Disney's version of Alexandre 
Dumas' classic novel is not a typi-
cal adaptation, however. In fact, 
those familiar with the story may 
find themselves disgruntled after 
viewing this rendition. 
What this movie lacks is some 
of the celebrated romance that 
gives Dumas' story its sense of 
elegance and regality. Gone is 
the focus on D'Artagnan and lady-
in-waiting Constance; their love 
affair is given the smallest of at-
tention in Disney's story. 
Gone also is the plot sparking 
affair between the queen of France 
and England's Duke of 
Buckingham. The Duke never 
even makes an appearance in this 
version. 
In their place, however, Disney 
presents a much more straight-
forward, adventure-oriented plot. 
There are plenty of swinging 
swords, blazing guns, racing car-
riages and conniving Cardinals. 
This may not sound like a 
change from the original Muske-
teers, yet this version has Cardi-
nal Richelieu not only planning 
to undermine the French throne, 
but actually conspiring to seat 
himself in the king's place. 
The movie starts off with young 
D'Artagnan (Chris O'Donnell) 
riding to France to join the ranks 
of the king's Musketeers, an elite 
force whose sole purpose is to 
protect the lifeoftheking. Some-
where along the line, however, 
the old king of France has been 
assassinated by the evil-hearted, 
ex-Musketeer Rochefort 
(Michael Wincott), and his timid 
young son, Louis (Hugh 
O'Connor) has taken the throne. 
Cardinal Richelieu (Tim Curry), 
however, has other plans. 
Richelieu, who has other things 
on his mind besides God, was 
behind the assassination of the 
king and is now plotting another 
regicide. His first step in this plan 
is to disband the Musketeers and 
replace them with the Cardinal's 
Guards—a military force under 
his control. 
Enter Athos, Porthos and 
Aramis (played by Kiefer 
Sutherland, Oliver Platt and 
Charlie Sheen respectively). 
These three are the last of the 
Musketeers, renegade holdouts 
who have become outlaws in the 
eyes of the Cardinal. 
Here D'Artagnan comes on the 
scene. Crushed by the disband-
ing of the Musketeers, he stumbles 
upon the remaining three in an 
almost comical fashion—chal-
lenging each to a dual on the same 
day in a matter of hours. 
The four are discovered by the 
Cardinal's Guards and become 
fast allies in battle. It is this 
allegiance that saves 
D'Artagnan's life several times 
and places him in the thick of a 
battle for the king's life in a smash-
ing climactic scene in the palace 
courtyard. 
The rest, shall we say, is his-
tory. Dreams are realized; ro-
mances are blooming; and life for 
the Musketeers looks prosperous. 
The Musketeers brings together 
a bright cast that does well with 
the material screenwriter David 
Loughery has given them to work 
with. Sutherland and Sheen play 
BARD from page 4 
tion ist and manager, thereby gain-
ing access to many organs. Dur-
ing this time, he learned to play 
by ear. Since his retirement fif-
teen years ago, he has maintained 
and re-built church pipe organs in 
the Tacoma area. 
The suggested donation for this 
general admission event is $1 to 
help pay for the costs of the the-
ater and the actors. The Associ-
ated Students University of Wash-
ington Tacoma Campus planned 
this as a community event, so 
canned goods and dry food will 
also be collected for a local food 
bank. 
The doors of the Temple The-
ater are scheduled to open at 6:30 
p.m., followed by the Johnson's 
pipe organ performance at 7 p.m., 
the actors at 7:30 p.m. and finally, 
at 9 p.m., a post-performance dis-
cussion with the actors. These 
their characters well, with a great 
deal of exuberance. These two 
share the same great chemistry 
that was evident in Young Guns. 
Platt's role serves as comic re-
lief; his one-liners keep the audi-
ence giggling. His portly Porthos 
demands the audience's attention 
when he is on the screen. 
O'Donnell's D'Artagnan is 
young, but that youthfulness 
keeps him fresh and moving 
throughout the movie. He holds 
his own with the other, better 
known actors. He has his share of 
witty lines and he delivers them 
with gusto. 
Finally, Curry presents an out-
standing performance as the Car-
dinal. He is the most sinful holy 
man this reviewer has ever seen, 
but he carries his character with a 
dignity that commands respect 
whether you like him or not. 
Andrew Marshall 
performances are both expected 
to be excellent. Don't miss this 
chance to see Shakespeare pro-
fessionally performed, because 
we don't know when these actors 
will be in our area again. 
I only had one complaint about 
the movie: the dialogue and man-
nerisms of the characters is de-
cidedly 1990's. One would never 
suspect from this performance that 
Dumas' novel was actually set in 
1625. 
There are no traces of any sort 
of figures of speech from the era. 
Instead, one-liners full of present 
day sarcasm and innuendoes 
abound throughout the flick. 
But do not let that complaint 
stop you from seeing this movie. 
Disney's The Three Musketeers 
is a return to the times when mov-
ies were full of lots of action and 
just plain good old-fashioned fun. 
This is a light-hearted movie that 
lets you walk away from the the-
ater without a tear in your eye or 
a rage in your breast. Instead, 
you'll leave with a smile on your 
face and a generally good feeling. 
"THE SLEEPER HIT 
OF THE SUMMER!" 
I 	 A 'tune IIH 
11111 WINKS 1F 1{111 
SLEEPLESS 
SEATT E 
pc, 	 ;111n4 -4 
IGREEKS & CLUBS 
RAISE UP TO $1,000 IN JUST ONE 
WEEK! 
For your Fraternity, Sorority, & club. 
Plus get $1,000 for yourself 
and a free T-shirt just for calling 
k 	 1-800-932-0528 ex.75  
Comprehensive test prep 
from Steven Klein Co. 
for a very 
comprehensive test. 
The course features eight, 4 hr. 
classes plus weekly tutorials. 
The price-$395. Call now 
for a free seminar. 524-4915. 
STEVEN KLEIN 
LSAT(andGRE)CO. 
Next LSAT classes begin December 7 and 8 
Next GRE class begins December 6 
ua 
Find all your espresso favorites at. .. 
LATE niorrr orru 6AR 
A new place to lounge', study and escape. from campus 
Fresh Pastries and Desserts, Soups, etc. 
neW Granita - a frozen espresso treat 
3 blocks from The Engine House 
Just a few blocks from school 
2002 6th Ave 572-4309 
WE'RE STARTING A 
NEWS STAND 
TELL US YOUR FAVORITE 
NEWSPAPER, IT MAY 
SHOW UP ON OUR STANDS! 
r.thakabrah Java-1 
2 for 1 
Latte 
of equal of lesser value 
ex_pires12/9/93  J 
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
qCompiled by Maija Blaufuss 
A & E Assistant 
November 18th through 27th 
  
Shakespeare Continues — The Winter's 
Tale 
Directed by John Rindo 
Inside Theatre in Jones Hall (UPS) 
8 p.m. 
$6 general, $4 for students/seniors/faculty/ 
staff 
1 9 Friday  
Environmental Folk Singer & Guitar-
ist-Dana Lyons 
Rotunda (UPS) 
8 p.m. 
Free 
Concert/Clinic — The American Horn 
Quartet 
presented by the University of Puget Sound 
School of Music 
Jacobsen Recital Hall (UPS) 
Noon 
$3 at the door. Free for students w/ ID 
Symphony Music — University 
Symphony Orchestra 
Sponsored by the Office of the Arts Coor-
dinator 
James Sorensen, conductor 
Kilworth Chapel (UPS) 
8 p.m. 
Free 
Shakespeare Continues — The Winter's 
Tale 
8 p.m. 
Sec Nov. 18 for more info 
20Saturday 
"Austro-Germanic Concert"-Tacoma 
Youth Symphony 
Rialto Theatre, Tacoma 
7:30 p.m. 
$8 balcony seats 
Call 591-5894 for tickets 
Main floor suggested donation 
Call 627-2792 for more info 
Story Telling — Tellebration 
Presented by Mt. Tahoma Storytelling 
Guild 
Antique Sandwich Co. 
8 p.m. 
$5 at door or in advance 
Call 752-4069 for tickets and more info 
Festival of Mountain —Banff Films 
Presented by the Mountaineers 
4'he Mountaineers Clubhouse (3003rd Ave. 
W. Seattle) 
7$8 p.m.(Nov. 22nd & 23rd also) 
Call 284-6310 for info on advance tickets 
Gloria & Mass in G 
Conducted by Paul W. Schultz 
Presented by UPS & Tacoma Civic Chorus 
Kilworth Chapel (UPS) 
2 p.m. 
$6 general, $4 student/senior/faculty/staff 
Available through Info Center 
Duo Voice Recital — Dani Munsell and 
Sarah Walsh 
Presented by the University of Puget Sound 
School of Music 
Jacobsen Recital Hall (UPS) 
7 p.m. 
Free 
23,sday 
Jazz, R&B, Pop Saxophonist —Michael 
Paulo 
YouthCare Benefit 
Backstage in Ballard 
7 p.m. 
$14-available through TicketMaster 
Call 628-0888 to charge tickets 
$2 Acoustic Night — Just Plain Bill 
Victory Club (21 & over) 
9 p.m. 
Call 572-8706 for more info 
Festival of Mountain Continues-Banff 
Films 
7 p.m. 
See Nov. 21 for more info 
2 4Wednesday 
Pre-Thanksgiving Acoustic Show-
Somebody'sDaughter,The Malchicks and 
Weather from Space 
Victory Club (21 & over) 
9 p.m. 
Call 572-8706 for more info 
THANKSGIVING! 
26Fnday 
Music-Running with Scissors, One at 
Dusk and Those who Dig 
Victory Club (21 & over) 
9 p.m. 
Call 572-8706 for more info. 
Acoustic Music-Claudia Schmidt 
Antique Sandwich Co. 
8 p.m. 
$11 at door or in advance 
Call 752-4069 for tickets and more info 
2 7Saturday 
English Choral Ensemble — The 
Sixteen 
Early Music Guild 
8 p.m. 
St. Mark's Cathedral, Seattle 
$18 general $14 students/seniors 
Call 325-7066 for tickets and info 
Film-The Man Who Came To Dinner 
Presented by Tacoma Film Society 
Tacoma Little Theatre 
7:30 p.m. 
$4 night of show 
Call 272-2481 for more info 
Music-Tramps of Panic, Laughter Train, 
Chimestone and 5 Fishermen 
Victory Club (21 & over) 
9 p.m. 
Call 572-8706 for more info 
Special Event  
Directing One-Act Plays 
Monday, Nov. 22- 
Postponing the Heat, Death of the Uni-
verse, White Liars, Businessman's Lunch 
and Medusa's Tale 
Tuesday, Nov. 23- 
Life Under Water, Approaching Lavender, 
A Need for Brussels Sprout and Graceland 
Shows are free of charge. The shows 
begin at 5 p.m. in the Inside Theatre in 
Jones Hall. 
Discount Movie Guide 
CAMPUS FILMS-Sleepless in Seattle 
7 and 9:30 p.m. on Fri. and Sat. 
6 and 8:30 p.m. on Sun. 
McIntyre 003 (UPS) 
$1 with ID, $2 without 
TACOMA WEST CINEMAS-The Firm, 
Sleepless in Seattle, In the Line of Fire, 
Fatal Instinct and The Coneheads. 
Call 565-6100 for more info 
All shows $1 
AMC- The Nightmare Before Christmas, 
Cool Runnings,The Three Musketeers, 
Man's Best Friend, Look Who's Talking 
Now, We're Back, Perfect W orld and Josh 
& Sam. 
Call 565-7000 for more info. 
All shows $3.50 for students w/ ID 
RIALTO THEATRE-Orlando 
Thursday, Nov.18 & Friday Nov. 19 
5:30 & 7:45 p.m. 
Call 591-5894 for more information 
$5 
Laser Show Schedule 
All shows located at the Pacific Science 
Center at the Seattle Center 
Shows $6 regularly, Tuesdays are $3 
Call 443-2001 for more information 
Tues. Laser U2 7:30 & 9 p.m. 
Wed. Laser Hendrix 7:30 & 9 p.m. 
Thurs. Laser Metallica 7:30 & 9 p.m. 
Fri. & Sat. Laser U2 7:30 p.m. 
Laser Floyd: Dark Side 9 p.m. 
Laser Metallica 10:30 p.m. 
This weekend through Campus Films 
1 8 Thursday 	 21 Sunday 	 25Thursday 
Scotland's Most Talented and 
Popular Musical Ambassador 
Dougie MacLean 
Singer, songwriter, record 
producer, magical performer 
and one of Scotland's most 
talented and popular musical 
ambassadors, Dougie MacLean 
comes to the Pantages Theater. 
From his base in Butterstone, 
Perthshire, he has toured the 
world and consistently converts 
audiences with his gentle voice 
and musical virtuosity. He has 
earned a reputation as a superb 
contemporary songwriter and 
sensitive interpreter of old 
Scottish songs. 
Saturday, November 20, 8:00 p.m. 
Pantages Theater 
First Time Out Social, 7:00 p.m. 
(Meet other first-time theater goers for BRoADwAy CENITER 
refreshments and fun in the rehearsal ball) 	 FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS 
Tickets: $18, $16, $14, $10 
Sponsored by Ernst & Young and Kinko's, the Copy Center. 
Special funding is provided by the Ben B. Cheney Foundation. 
For tickets, stop by the Broadway Center Ticket Office, 901 Broadway, Tacoma, 
or call 591-5894 Monday-Friday between 11:30 a.m. & 5:30 p.m., 
or Ticketmaster at 627-8497. As always, group discounts are available 
WELL, CUES'S WfrIAT? 
1-1E. WAS WRONC. 
WE'VE tiADE A BIG DEAL Our OF NOTHING. 
YOU SEE, WE Don CHARGE AN ANNUAL FEE. 
MOVING OWE AGAIN, WHAT 
DAD DOESN'T KNOW WON'T tiukr 
cou tIo u u 
NETWORK 019/3 GREENWOOD TRUST (OMrAWY, MEMBER DK 
If YOU DON'T 60T IT., 
GET IT: MEMBER N•vus 
Many Puget Sound students rent houses from landlords or the University instead of living in a dormor apartment. 
Campus is convenient, costly 
Compa 
the 
and 
of I 
on a 
ca 
A kitchen gives you more flexibility and control of food and spending, but 
you have to do shopping. 
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By Amy Voelz 
Guest Writer 
Campus housing is undeniably 
convenient. The price of conve-
nience isn't cheap, however. Resi-
dents are close to their classes, the 
SUB prepares meals for them, 
and they don't have to deal with 
landlords and utility bills—for 
$2,150 each semester. 
The price of meal plans ranges 
from $395 for an off-campus plan 
to $1030 for a hearty plan each 
semester. Dorm and Greek resi-
dents are required to purchase 
meal plans because their living 
quarters do not have kitchen fa-
cilities adequate for large groups 
of people, according to Christine 
Coiling, the Acting Assistant Di-
rector of Operations. In addition 
to room and board, there is a $200 
damage deposit, which is refunded 
- minus charges for repairs - when 
students move off-campus. 
While cost is the same for all 
University-owned residences, liv-
ing quarters vary significantly. A 
spacious single room in a cam-
pus-owned house is quite a stretch 
from a cramped quad in A/L, or a 
cubby in a fraternity house. 
Freshman Carissa Douglas said, 
"I can't really complain since I'm 
not paying for it, but I think the 
prices they charge are outra-
geous." Lito Caso, a Harrington 
resident, said "We pay a lot of 
money and I think the rooms 
should be a little nicer." Both Dou-
glas and Caso said they like their 
R.A.'s. As for the rules that ac-
company dorm life, Caso said, 
If you live on campus and eat at the 
SUB, your dishes won't pile up. 
"It's strict, but it has to be.... And 
you can get away with things." 
Greek Life 
Fraternity residents have mixed 
feelings about their living condi-
tions. "It's got its ups and downs," 
said Harvey Mason, a member of 
Phi Delta Theta. "It's not really 
quiet when you want it to be, but 
there's always something going 
on." 
Some Union Avenue residents 
"It's like 
home." 
Aaron Elliot 
are frustrated because they have 
to provide their own furniture in 
addition to paying the University 
$4,300 each year. Senior Michael 
Lee claims he spent over $250 to 
purchase and assemble a bed, a 
desk, and a closet in his Kappa 
Sigma room. Despite the extra 
expenses, Lee said he likes living 
in his fraternity. "The food [in the 
tunnels] is really kick ass," he 
added. 
Korby Parnell, who was the 
Kappa Sigma H.C. last year, is 
disturbed by the Union Avenue 
houses' arrangements with Resi-
dential Programs. "All we want is 
equal service and equal facilities 
that the freshman dorms are pro-
vided with. We pay exactly the 
same and get inferior living con-
ditions." 
Assistant Director of Residen-
tial Programs, Bruce Clemetson, 
explained that the Greek chapters 
were invited to campus with the 
agreement that the University 
would provide them with houses 
and their national chapters would 
furnish them. Why are the four 
sororities located on campus fur-
nished? "Those houses already 
existed," Clemetson said, "and 
their agreement is only for the 
school year." Summer confer-
ences house people in Smith and 
Schiff during the three month 
break. 
The Houses 
Campus owned houses, the up-
perclassmen alternative to 
Regester, offer the luxury of semi-
independence, while the Univer-
sity provides furniture and washer 
and dryers. 
Aaron Elliot, a Lawrence Street 
C.C., supervises five houses. For 
the most part, he enjoys living in 
a campus-owned house because 
"it's like home." 
Elliot, as well as many other 
students, expressed concern about 
the campus houses that will be 
razed to make room for the 
Fieldhouse renovations. "The 
sophomores will lose. They're the 
ones that have the hardest time 
finding housing." Elliot com-
mented. 
Fifteen students attended a 
meeting on November 15 in the 
SUB Boardroom to discuss the 
renovations and its consequences. 
Dr. Ulrich, the Director of the 
Intercollegiate Athletic Adminis-
tration, and Raymond Bell, the 
Financial Vice President, led the 
discussion. Bell explained that the 
changes are part of a master cam-
pus plan that was developed with 
some student input. Ulrich added 
that the new facilities and fields 
would make the University more 
attractive to potential students. 
Students at the meeting ex-
pressed concern for the 60 to 65 
students that will not get campus 
housing next year. "I doubt we 
will abandon these people," Bell 
said. Helping these students find 
off campus housing is "somewhat 
a responsibility of the housing 
staff. Maybe there needs to be 
more done for that next year."  
By Jennifer Dills 
Guest Writer 
Choosing to live on or off cam-
pus is a dilemma many students 
grapple with. A student who 
chooses off-campus housing faces 
many choices and needs to care-
fully evaluate all of his or her 
options. This type of housing in-
cludes apartment living, renting a 
room in an owner occupied house, 
or renting a house with a group of 
students. 
Whichever type of off-campus 
housing is chosen, a student is 
faced with some new problems 
such as food buying and prepara-
tion, signing a lease and fulfilling 
its obligations, the possibility of 
commuting and the added respon-
sibilities of a house with a yard, 
etc. Security and personal safety 
are added concerns for those con-
templating off-campus living. 
There are several apartment 
complexes located within five 
miles of campus. Owning a car  
makes this a more convenien 
commute as bus lines are not al 
ways accessible to the campus 
While this can be a very indepen 
dent life-style, one should con 
sider the "hidden" costs. 
Rent for a two bedroom apart 
ment with one bathroom is in th 
$525 to $550 per month range 
Signing a lease is required to ren 
an apartment and a six-month to 
is the minimum. This may not 
convenient for students if it con 
flicts with the school calender. 
Olympic Ridge and Cypres 
Cove are popular apartments fo 
Puget Sound students. The "hid 
den" costs involve cable TV, elec 
tric heat and lights, rental or pur 
chase of furniture, and the prob 
able loss of a security deposit. 
A student who lived in an apart 
ment complex last year claim 
"Not only did they keep our enti 
damage deposit, they charged u 
on top of it for damage that w 
there when we moved in." 
There are hassles a student mus 
deal with that are unique to apart 
ment living. 
"We live right next door to 
family with three young childre 
who are up running around an 
yelling very early, about five i 
the morning, while at the sam 
time, the management has aske 
us to turn down our stereo at 
p.m.," one Puget Sound apart 
ment dweller says. 
There is a limited amount 
housing in owner-occupie 
homes. The monthly rental range 
from $300 to $400 per mon 
This typically includes utilitie 
and cable TV. The rooms are us 
ally furnished sparsely and thes 
homes take only one student at 
time. 
"I felt really out of touch wi 
what was happening on campu 
and I felt distant from my friend 
and the social aspects of U.P.S., 
Rental option corn 
ng the 
ses 
uses 
ng 
off 
us 
ith complications 
Proximity is a main advantage of living on or near campus. Commuting means fighting for a parking space. 
Greek repairs cause campus confusion 
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a student who rented a room 
n owner-occupied home last 
r. 
he most common type of off-
pus housing is rental of a 
se by several students. This 
ofhousing is available within 
ing distancc o f cam pus. Rent-
a house with a few fellow 
ents allows much indepen-
e and freedom. 
typical four-bedroom, two 
room house can rent for $900 
1200 per month—this usually 
not include cable TV, utili-
water or furniture. A security 
sit in the range of $300 to 
is required upon signing the 
e. 
ere are a few drawbacks to 
type of housing. A student 
g off-campus for the third 
talks of her experience last 
g: 
hen our lease was up, our 
lord withheld our damage 
sit and neglected to give us 
emized damage report findi-
ng what we were being 
mpus, Plant Department 
care of repairs, utilities, and 
neral upkeep of property. 
Renting means searching for a 
good place and messing with leases 
charged for...he then failed to 
apply the deposit toward repairs. 
His new tenants moved into the 
house with damages still there 
and a damage deposit which had 
doubled!" 
The term of the lease typically 
runs for one year. Citing carpet or 
wall damage or lack of upkeep of 
the yard, the landlord often with-
holds the security deposit at the 
termination of the lease. If you are 
a student considering off-campus 
housing, there are some risks and 
responsibilities you may want to 
think about. Here is some advice 
to help you make the right choices 
for your future living situation: 
Before signing into any agree-
ment, be sure to get all aspects of 
the lease, condition report, and 
other requirements in writing. 
Get copies of all written docu-
ments (lease, damage report, rent 
requirements). 
Carefully consider the respon-
sibilities and implications of sign-
ing your name to any legal docu-
ment. Your signature makes you 
liable for all rental responsibilities.  
qBy Amy Voelz 
Guest Writer 
Pi Beta Phi House Coordinator 
Anne Brooks couldn't believe the 
invoice she received for housing 
repairs last summer. The bottom 
line: $2,300. 
After residents check out Greek 
H.C.'s, a representative from Resi-
dential Programs and Physical Plant 
staff tour the houses to assess and 
record damages. They compile a 
list, then each party signs the forms, 
agreeing upon the damages. These 
lists are given to contractors spe-
cifically hired to make repairs in 
campus housing during the sum-
mer. Physical Plant is primarily 
staffed for general maintenance. 
Brooks claims the sorority's 
1992-93 H.C. signed a form ac-
knowledging that one side of each 
of four doors needed repair. She 
believes that the scratches on the 
doors built up from normal use, 
which the University should pay 
for. The contractors refinished both 
sides of the doors for a total of $672, 
charged to the sorority. 
Bruce Clemetson, Assistant Di-
rector of Residential Programs, 
contends that G reeks aren't charged 
for normal wear and tear. He also 
claims that no damages are assessed 
or repaired during the summer that 
aren't on the list signed by the House 
Coordinator. 
Robert Bosanko, Director of 
Physical Plant, confirmed 
Clemetson's statements and ad-
dressed Brook's complaint. 
"It is almost impossible to strip 
only one side of a door. That is why  
the contractors did both sides." As 
for normal wear and tear, Bosanko 
said "It's a judgement call. Those 
doors were in substantially worse 
condition because of what the stu-
dents did to them." Normally Plant 
records damage on video tape—in 
this particular instance the film did 
not turn out. 
Another sore point: Some of the 
damages listed in the Pi Phi house, 
which is located in Smith Hall, 
were for nails and poster tape on the 
walls. Brooks contends that the nails 
and tape were removed before Plant 
made repairs to avoid charges. 
However, the invoice recorded 13.5 
hours of labor at $21 per hour for 
these items. 
Bosanko said that unless the 
H.C.'s tell Plant about listed repairs 
that they take care of themselves, 
contractors will spend time looking 
for damage. He said that the Uni-
versity hires contractors that are 
known to do fair work and "not pad 
the bill." He produced an example, 
an invoice that read, "exposed wires 
on ceiling - repaired by others," 
with zero time charged. 
Several Kappa Sigmas claim that 
Plant made repairs to furniture that 
residents purchased or built them-
selves - whether or not the indi-
viduals wanted them to. Clemetson 
agreed that this was a problem in 
the past. The University said that it 
owned some of the furniture while 
students insisted that it belonged to 
them. 
"There was no documentation as 
to who owned it," Clemetson 
said."It was very, very compli-
cated." 
Bosanko cleared up some of that 
confusion last year by declaring 
that all furniture in Greek houses 
will be considered their own prop-
erty. 
"When the houses were origi-
nally built, some of the furniture 
was fixed to the foundation, he 
explained. "Original furniture has 
been moved, damaged, and thrown 
out." Now the University is only 
responsible for the walls, floors, 
ceilings, plumbing, windows, and 
electrical fixtures. 
Some residents complain they 
are charged ridiculous prices for 
simple repairs or believe that they 
are billed for a full hour even if a 
repair only took fifteen minutes. 
According to Bosanko, last sum-
mer the University negotiated with 
contractors for a rate of $21 per 
hour plus tax, and materials at cost 
plus 10%. 
The contractors must provide 
Plant with receipts for materials. 
"That rate is not only salary, but 
insurance, overhead, tools, etc.," 
Bosanko said, and explained that 
students are also billed travel time 
to purchase materials. 
Another complaint is that they 
are billed for repairs that aren't 
made. Bosanko said that once the 
contractor turns in a list of time and 
materials, a Plant manager verifies 
that the contractor finished the work 
satisfactorily before anyone is 
billed. 
"We really try to be fair," Bosanko 
said. "If we make a mistake, we'll 
adjust it. If we haven't, we stand by 
it and will go to great lengths to 
explain it." 
Not a chance! Tara Griffin and Sarah Zeisler reject Lewis-Clark 
State's Paula Hooper's attack in the NAIA District 1 championship 
game on Saturday. 
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Loggers win District 1 championship 
Volleyball faces Western Oregon on Friday 
(1) 
re 
1.1 
By Seth Donsker 
Staff Writer 
The Puget Sound volleyball 
team successfully defended their 
NAIA District 1 championship 
this weekend, defeating Lewis-
Clark State Saturday night 14-16, 
15-6, 15-0 and 16-14 in front of 
over 600 fans. 
Things didn't start off looking 
By Jon Wolfer 
Spor ts Editor 
The Puget Sound men's basket-
ball team trounced George Fox 
College in both teams' season 
opener 99-88 on Tuesday night at 
Newberg, Ore. 
The Loggers had six players in 
double-digit scoring, with posts 
Casey Irgens and Matt Droege 
each scoring 18 points. Guard 
Whitney Dixon added 16, and 
post Brian Vukelich and fresh-
man point guard Scott Sonntag 
both came off the bench to score 
12 each. 
Senior point guard Todd 
Doolittle had 10 points and six 
assists. 
"Our depth really showed in the 
game by having six guys in double 
figures," head coach Bob Niehl 
said. "We were well-balanced in 
scoring." 
"We kept getting guys in and 
out, and they were getting tired," 
Irgens agreed. "We were fast-
breaking all the time.  
that good, though. After racing to 
a 5-0 lead in the first game, the 
Loggers allowed L-C State to 
climb back in and eventually win 
16-14. 
"We were too wired coming 
in," sophomore Sarah Zeisler said. 
"We just needed to settle down a 
little." 
Puget Sound did just that, 
quickly rectifying the situation as 
"Our depth killed them, and it 
was a team effort." 
Puget Sound shot 50 percent 
from the floor in the game, and 
dominated in rebounding, 
"We kept getting 
guys in and out, and 
they were getting 
tired. We were fast- 
breaking all the 
time. Our depth 
killed them, and it 
was a team effort." 
—Casey Irgens 
outboarding the Bruins 46-32. 
Droege had nine rebounds, and 
Vukelich and Doolittle each had 
six. 
they again took a 5-0 lead in the 
second game. The Loggers went 
on to win 15-6, and then tolled to 
a 15-0 victory in the third game. 
In that decisive third game, the 
Warriors' leader in kills, Lorri 
Holmes, left the match with an 
ankle injury. Tournament Most 
Valuable Player Andrea Egans 
served for the final six points, 
including two aces, to nail down 
the shutout for the Loggers. 
Egans, the NAIA District 1 
"We've improved in 
every facet of our 
game: speed, 
defense, hitting... 
everything." 
—Janice Lwin 
"(The two teams) were fairly 
even in the first half, but we domi-
nated on the boards and defen-
sively in the second," Niehl said. 
"We had the depth to wear them 
down." 
Three-pointers were tossed up 
by the truckload. The Loggers 
attempted 20 and made eight, and 
the Bruins were 12 of 31 from 
beyond the arc. Many three-point-
ers will be shot this season, ac-
cording to Niehl. 
Earlier in the week, the Loggers 
defeated both the Son's Blue 
Angels and the Alumni in exhibi-
tion games. 
Puget Sound continues the 
early-season road trip on Satur-
day at La Grande, Ore., facing 
Eastern Oregon State College. 
The Loggers return to Tacoma 
for their home opener on Tuesday 
against the second-ranked and 
defending NAIA Division II 
champions Willamette College at 
the Fieldhouse. Tipoff is 7 p.m. 
Heidi Moritz spikes against Simon Fraser in the NAIA District 1 
semifinals on Friday night. 
Player of the Year, finished the 
match with 14 kills and tied for 
the lead in solo blocks with Zeisler 
at two each. Heidi Moritz had 10 
kills, Wendy Weise added nine 
kills and eight assisted blocks. 
Janice Lwin dished out 38 assists. 
Egans, Weise and Moritz were 
all named to the All-Tournament 
team. 
Nancy Volkel, in just her third 
match back from a knee injury, 
contributed four kills, five blocks 
and ten digs in her final match at 
the Fieldhouse. 
"Nancy's return is a huge boost 
for the team," Lwin said. "Her 
leadership on the floor, her win-
ning attitude, those are just as 
important as her playing skills." 
Zeisler added that Volkel's pres-
ence has had a huge effect on the 
team's confidence. 
The Loggers advanced to the 
championship game after defeat-
ing a tough Simon Fraser team on 
Friday. After taking a one game 
lead, Puget Sound lost the second 
and had to fight every inch of the 
way for the next two games. The 
fourth and final game ended on a 
powerful Egans spike. 
Basketballgets opening win 
on road against George Fox 
The Loggers will now travel to 
Monmouth, Ore., on Friday to 
face Western Oregon State Col-
lege for the Bi-District title. De-
spite having been defeated by the 
Wolves earlier in the season, Lwin 
claims that the team is not intimi-
dated. 
"We've improved in every facet 
of our game since then: speed, 
defense, hitting...everything," 
Lwin said. 
If the Loggers can defeat the 
third-ranked Wolves, they will 
earn a spot at the NAIA National 
Championships in San Diego. 
HE WEEK 
—UPCOMING 
OCIE EVENT 
Logger Sports Roundup 
Cross Country goes 
back to nationals 
The men's and women's cross country teams 
trek to Kenosha, Wise., this weekend for the 
NAIA National Championships. 
The women, ranked first in the nation all season, 
will defend their national title. This is the first time 
at the NAIA Nationals for the men's team. 
The races will be Saturday morning. 
Swimming beats 
Central 
Both the Puget Sound men's and women's swim 
teams defeated Central Washington on Friday at 
Wallace Pool with the men winning 124-80 and 
the women on top 127-90. 
Ace Blair placed first in the 200-meter freestyle 
and the 400 freestyle. Rich Butler was number one 
in the 200 individual medley and the 100 breast-
stroke. 
For the women, Michelle Parrish broke meet 
records in the 100 butterfly and the 100 breast-
stroke, and was a member of the 200 medley relay 
team that also set a new record. Amy Miller set 
new marks in the 800 freestyle and 400 freestyle. 
Both teams host Linfield College on Friday at 6 
p.m. at Wallace Pool. 
Women's basketball 
wins opener 
The Puget Sound women's basketball team also 
began its season on the road and defeated South-
ern Oregon State College 70-63 on Saturday night 
after being down by 15 at halftime. 
Rebecca Skeen came off the bench to lead the 
Loggers in scoring with 17 points and 8 rebounds. 
As a team, Puget Sound played excellent defense 
forcing 13 second half turnovers, and the Raiders 
shot only 38 percent from the floor. The Loggers 
made 44 percent of their shots. 
The team will be at the Chico State Invitational in 
California this weekend. Their first home game is 
December 4 against Portland State. 
Loggers make All- 
District teams 
Congratulations to Amanda Olney, Kari Eckberg, 
Jennifer Wedgle, Mark Berry and Jason McGibbon 
who were named to the All-NAIA District 1 soccer 
teams by the district coaches. 
Olney was a first-team selection, and Wedgle and 
Edberg were second-team members. McGibbon and 
Berry were also named to the second team. 
Football ends season 
The Puget Sound football team outscored Pacific 
Lutheran 7-6 in the last three quarters, but fell behind 
35-0 in the first quarter and closed its disappointing 
1993 season with a 41-7 loss to top-ranked Pacific 
Lutheran in the Tacoma Dome on Saturday. 
The Loggers ended the season with a 0-8-1 record 
and bade farewell to seniors Rodney Emmons, Scott 
Beebe, Chad Johnson, Todd Cooley, Jeff Vaughn, 
Christian McDonald and Craig Brown and head 
coach Ross Hjelseth. This was their final game as 
Loggers. 
Aaron McCoy led Puget Sound in rushing with 107 
yards, and scored the only Logger touchdown. 
Eight Loggers were named to the Mt. Rainier 
League All-conference teams. Punter Todd Cooley 
was a first-team selection. Defensive back Chris 
Allen, running back Aaron McCoy and offensive 
lineman Pat Abrahamson and Scott Beebe were 
chosen for the second team. 
Defensive lineman Roland Schendel, linebacker 
Rodney Emmons, and tight end Christian McDonald 
were honorable mention picks. 
The Pizict Cellar 
6-ideons Armi/I will perform 
Tuesday November 30 at 10:00 p.m. 
I 
CELLAR hours: 11:00 AMA midnight 
deliver)/ hours: 6:00 PM— 11:30 13Vv1 
I 	 (pizza only) Located in the 
basement of 
the SUB 
756-FOOD 
'expires 12/9/93 
In celebration of the 
espresso machine being 
fixed 
1/2 off espresso 
THE SMALL DISH HAS ARRIVED... 
Amazing Discovery! 
comeliest home dish eyed 
Receives 110 channels! 
Fits anywhere! 
Only 10" (inches) in *kW 
CNN DISNEY WGN $C14 01 HBO• 
ESPN DISCOVERY NOR music USA 
CZNEIWAr NEADUNE NEWS TBS 
NASMILLE NETWORK ALE 173N 
THE FAMILY CHANNEL and many morel 
As low as $78.05 complete. 
Send S5.95 cash, check or money order for complete 
details to: 
NATIONAL CABLE COMMUNICATIONS 
5300 N BRAESWOOD *4, STE 119 
HOUSTON, TX 77098 
SPORTS  
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After winning the NAIA District 1 championship for the second 
consecutive season, the members of the Puget Sound women's volley-
ball team were named the Dande Trophy Company Athletes of the 
Week. 
The team finished the season with 35-5 overall record and were 
undefeated in District I play at 10-0. The Loggers captured the district 
title on Saturday at the Fieldhouse, defeating Lewis-Clark State in four 
games. 
Men's Basketball— 
Tuesday, 7 p.m. vs. Willamette University 
Men's and Women's Swimming—
Friday, 6 p.m. vs. Linfield College 
Correction — 
MAKE YOUR  
OPINION COUNT 
3 Strikes 
and your out! 
Passed by initiative 
and by U.S. Senate. 
An inhuman limit to 
forgiveness, or needed 
self protection? 
Place your vote PRO or CON 
Call: 1-900-329-3679 
Tally FAXed to White House 
Each call costs $2 
Touchtone phone regd. Avg 
lngth 1 min. Must be 18 or 
have parent's permission. 
Rainday Prof Svcs, Ortin g WA 
Cust svc phone (206)893-8516 
WAWA! FOR RESULTS 
NEW TOPIC 12/02/93 
Eric Prowell was inadver-
tently left out of the Novem-
ber 4 Logger men's basketball 
preview. The Trail apolo-
gizes for the oversight. 
111313111CI1 INF011114Allih 
targatUbrary Information in U.S. 
 
1s,278 rams - ALL SUMP'S 
4der.Cat3i0g Today with Visa IftOCa COC 
800-351.0222 
Or, rush $2.00 to Research Irfonstrtion 11332. 
	 Ave #206-A Los Angeles, CA 90025 
YAKIMA-THULE 
ALL TYPES OF RACKS 
Ski Bicycle Kayak 
Windsurf Luggage 
NORTHWEST RACK 
SUPPLY 
5944 6TH AVENUE 
564-7575 
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Editorial Policy 
The Trail is published weekly by the Associ-
ated Students of the University of Puget Sound. 
Opinions and advertisements do not necessar-
ily reflect the views of the Associated Students, 
the University or its Board of Trustees. Staff 
Editorials (unsigned editorials) are the 
opinion of the majority of the core staff. 
Articles in the opinions section are printed at 
the discretion of the Opinions Editor and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of this news- 
paper. The Trail reserves the right not to print 
letters over two hundred words and to edit any 
letters printed. All letters must have a signa- 
ture and a phone number and are due no 
later than Monday at 5 p.m. Anonymous 
letters will be printed only at the 
discretion of the Editor. Letters and other 
correspondence may be addressed to: 
The Trail, University of Puget Sound, 
1500 N. Warner, Tacoma, WA 98416. 
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Staff Editorial 	  
Harassment policy remains vague without education 
Tuget Sound's new sexual harassment policy has created a much-needed forum for our little isolated 
microcosm to discuss the politics of sexuality. Similarly, the country found a forum in Antioch College's 
widely debated Sexual Offense Prevention and Survivors' Advocacy Program, a set of explicit guidelines for 
sexual behavior. Yet, we ought to include in our debates the question of whether these complicated regulatory 
devices can achieve their broad-minded purposes. 
Terms like "meaningful consent," "potential survivor" and "sexual contact" are becoming new catch- 
phrases for our society   as we turn the sexual 
	
harassment debate into 	 still another marker to 
	
measure and censor 	 The issue here becomes the neces- ourselves and others 
by. 
	
With the frightening 	 sity of taking individual respon- 	 potential of following 
	
in the path of the 
	 sibility for your actions 	 McCarthy hearings, or 
	
the more recent case of 	 the overworked P.C. 
	
yardstick, we find our- 	  selves participants in 
	
the sexual correctness 
	
(S.C.) trials. 
In our sincere desire to right all the wrongs of the past, to make up for all discriminatory acts, to ensure 
equality for every child, woman, man and animal regardless of creed, faith, race and sexual or political 
orientation, to leap tall buildings with a single bound and to wound all heels, we have effectively tied our own 
noose. 
While, undoubtedly, the original intent of the sexual correctness movement was not to legislate and restrict 
every aspect of human interaction, this is fast becoming a possibility. 
In drawing guidelines for every conceivable infraction, we left ourselves open to misinterpretation and 
arguments of unclear wording (not to mention all of the situations that we failed to foresee). Thus, individuals 
who have clearly violated the spirit of the law may squeak by on a technicality. 
The issue here becomes the necessity of taking individual responsibility for your actions, rather than being 
provided with handy escape clauses to cover your ass. 
We, as individuals and members of several larger communities, ought to be holding ourselves accountable 
for our own actions, even if our government isn't. Because a policy does not specifically list a particular action 
as inappropriate is no more an acceptable excuse for sexual harassment than that someone was drunk and 
therefore was "acting out of character." 
But in our compulsive rule-making society, we too often hide behind available technicalities and loop-holes 
instead of accepting our actions and their results. These complex, 30and 50 page anti-harassment documents 
will not educate society on appropriate behaviors nor will they guarantee repayment for the actual victims. 
If for no other reason, the entire policy-drafting-process has been a positive one because it has promoted 
the open discussion of issues ranging from sexuality or personal and professional rights, to privacy and 
feminism. 
However, there is a limit to the usefulness of these policies and we must not imagine that rules and hollow 
paper threats can replace individual responsibility. We must be able to differentiate between the time for 
regulation and the time for self-reliance. 
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Perot Gored in NAFTA debate 
Political Commentary 
qBy Todd Starkweather 
Political Columnist 
-Can I finish this commentary 
or will you keep interrupting me?" 
This is a fairly close example of 
the rousing dialogue on The Larry 
King Show between Ross Perot 
and Vice-President Al Gore. If you 
expected some intriguing North 
American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA) insights to be doled out 
between Perot and Gore, you were 
sadly disappointed. You also 
should have known better. The 
NAFTA debate has nothing to do 
with whether or not it will benefit 
or hurt the American economy. 
Rather, it is a power struggle be-
tween President Clinton and bil-
lionaire Ross Perot. 
The ninety 	  
minute de-
bate/discus-
sion between 
Gore and 
Perot showed 
that mean-
ingful dis-
course about 
NAFTA 
means abso 
lutely nothing. What matters is 
whether or not Clinton can over-
come Perot's ranting and raving 
and pass the legislation through 
both legislative bodies. The 
NAFTA battle has turned into a 
political power game for votes and 
popularity. And last Monday night 
on CNN, Perot soundly lost round 
one. 
One can look at the Gallop audi-
ence poll as evidence for Perot's 
defeat. It indicated a victory for 
Gore by almost a two to one mar-
gin. 
Perot did something he never 
imagined he would. He, the mas-
ter of telecommunications, politi-
cal maneuvering damaged his own 
credibility on national television 
and radio. 
It was an odd turn of events, 
considering that nearly every pun-
dit saw the televised debate be-
tween Perot and Gore as an ex-
tremely risky move on the part of 
the Clinton administration. Clinton 
had been widely criticized for his 
maneuver because many thought 
this had given Perot instant cred-
ibility. 
Well, maybe it did. But, after 
ninety minutes on television, Perot 
relinquished any credibility that he 
might have had. He appeared to be 
a hostile, cantankerous old man 
who whined like a little child. He 
no longer appeared as a folksy 
Texan who always wears a smile, 
but rather as a temperamental, 
power hungry billionaire who re-
fuses to listen to anybody but him-
self. 
Some credit also must go to Gore, 
who showed more vigor than was 
expected. He moved offensively 
and continually threw Perot off 
guard and forced him to back-pedal. 
Once Perot found himself on the 
defensive, he didn't know what to 
do and wound up showing his 
worst, nastiest side to the viewing 
public. 
But Gore didn't win the debate 
as much as Perot lost it. He looked 
like an overconfident prize fighter 
who waltzed into the ring only to 
trip over his own shoe and fall flat 
on his face. Gore could have just 
sat there and not have said a word 
and Perot would have made enough 
mistakes to make himself look stu-
pid. 
In fact, Perot has always made 
himself look stupid. The statement 
he made before 
the debate that 
NAFTA will cost 
America 85 mil-
lion jobs, even 
though there are 
only roughly 120 
million jobs in the 
work force. Even 
other NAFTA op- 
  ponents wouldn't 
admit to those figures. But, some-
how, Ross Perot has always man-
aged to hide his stupidity behind a 
mask of folksy kindness and frank-
ness which people find appealing. 
When he took off his mask, he 
relinquished any credibility he 
might have previously owned. 
Hopefully, with his mask off and 
his true, power-hungry intentions 
revealed, he will retire from his 
pathetic political career. Ross Perot 
disgraced whatever was left to dis-
grace of the political system. 
Perot bragged that he was the 
only one concerned for the good of 
the American people and he was 
not worried about his own political 
power. Well, it turned out to be the 
exact opposite. Perot never gave 
one flickering concern to whether 
or not NAFTA might hurt the 
American economy. All he was 
trying to do was to build himself up 
politically by championing an is-
sue about which he obviously knew 
nothing. In the process of building 
himself up, Perot only succeed in 
constructing a weak foundation 
which came crashing down in a 
giant pile of rubbish. 
Perot appeared to be 
a hostile, cantanker- 
ous old man who 
whined like a little 
child. 
Q uestion of the Week: What does Thanksgiving mean to you? 
"Lumpy stuffing, mom's 
cooking, none of which I will 
be having this year, though." 
-Souphavady Bounlutay 
"It means going home 
to worse weather than 
Tacoma's." 
-Whitney Gore 
"It means time for another diet." "It means watching the Lions 
and Cowboys, teams that WIN 
sometimes!" 
-Jenne Snodgrass 	 -Jack B. Nimble & Jack B. Quick 
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Former law dean bewails sale of school 
The following is a memo to the 
board of trustees from the former 
dean of the law school, Jim Bond, 
dated November 16, 1993. It was 
sent anonymously to The Trail. 
'probably should not write this. 
After all, the "deal" is "done"; and 
it is undeniably a "win-win" for 
the law school and Seattle Univer-
sity. All of us at the law school are 
looking forward to becoming part 
of a university that embraces gradu-
ate and professional education as 
part of its mission. The law school 
will prosper in Seattle in ways it 
never could have in Tacoma, and 
the prospect of being a part of that 
prosperity is exciting and energiz-
ing. 
Since you also percei ve the "deal" 
as a "win", we should all shake 
hands and part company amicably, 
keeping to ourselves whatever 
doubts or regrets we may have. 
Unfortunately, I can't. I'm hurt 
and I'm sad and I want to tell you 
why. 
I'm sad because the sale of the 
law school strips us of the illusion 
that a university is something more 
than a business. I realize that you 
would prefer to characterize the 
transaction as a "transfer of spon-
sorship" rather than a "sale," but 
substituting gobbledygook for 
plain English can't conceal what 
really happened. Like many other 
businesses, the university is re-
structuring itself. You have sold 
off a subsidiary so you can concen-
trate your resources on what you 
see as your core operation, the edu-
cation of under- 
graduates. 
You want to 
restructure for a 
reason analogous 
to the reason 
other, non-aca-
demic businesses 
restructure. They 
want 	 more 
money. You want more prestige, 
the academic equivalent of profits. 
The "bottom line" is that you sold 
the law school so you could be 
rated in a different, more presti-
gious category in U.S. News and 
World Report. (Dr. Pierce calls 
this vision.) 
Of course, you yourselves rec-
ognize the power of the illusion 
that a university is more than a 
business. That is why your PR 
minions are working overtime to 
discourage the use of buy and sale  
analogies. But what other analo-
gies could help us better under-
stand this transaction? 
Should we think of the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound as a family? 
One can sympathize with an im-
poverished family who, destitute 
and having no other choice, tear-
fully give up a beloved child so he 
can have a better life. That image 
hardly captures the reality of this 
transaction, however. Both the 
main campus and the law school 
are financially stable, and their re-
spective educational programs en-
joy excellent and growing reputa-
tions. 
The analogy that does capture 
the reality of this transaction is 
harder to understand. Here the par-
ents have put a child up for adop-
tion because they want to lavish all 
their love on a favored sibling. 
Here the parents have abandoned 
one child so they can push ahead 
another child and then bask in her 
greater worldly success. 
Should we think of the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound as a commu-
nity? Communities are character-
ized by affection, openness, trust, 
and sharing. One can understand 
such a community so beset by fi-
nancial and other problems that it 
had no choice but to engage in a 
painful kind of institutional triage, 
sacrificing some of its weaker 
members so that others might sur-
vive. Again, that image scarcely 
captures the reality of this transac-
tion. As I previously pointed out, 
both the main campus and the law 
school are thriving. Moreover, the 
law school is the stronger of the 
two, at least as judged by the kind 
of narrow but objective criteria 
which influence the rankings in 
U.S. News and World Report that 
mean so much to your President. 
The analogy that does reflect re-
ality is less appealing. Here the 
community has banished one of its 
own in order to reduce its size so 
that it can be more exclusive. here 
the community has abandoned 
someone it had nurtured from birth 
because that person has become an  
impediment to its pursuit of a more 
elite external reputation. 
Perhaps you can now understand 
why the sale of the law school 
saddens me — even though I con-
cede that the sale is in its best 
interest. You see, I thought we 
truly were a fam- 
ily and a commu-
nity. I believed 
that more than the 
mutual maximiza-
tion of our indi-
vidual self-inter-
est (win!win!) 
held us together. 
And, frankly, at 
fifty I didn't have many other ro-
mantic illusions left. Well, I got 
over my parents' lying to me about 
Santa Claus; and I'm sure I'll get 
over this disappointment, too. 
However, I doubt I'll ever lose this 
sad sense that we were so much 
less than we could have been. 
I'll also never get over the fact 
that you used me. That fact hurts. 
Since you probably can't fathom 
why, as a "winner," I would feel 
used, let me explain. Seven years 
ago, you invited me to lead the law 
school; and I accepted what I con-
sidered a call — not just a job. 
Over the past seven years, I have 
devoted most of my time and en-
ergy to helping my colleagues and 
the many loyal friends of the law 
school make the most of its poten-
tial. 
Part of that challenge was con- 
vincing the law faculty and alumni 
that the university valued them. 
Frankly, most of them were skep- 
tical of your good 
faith. I was not. 
After all, you had 
looked me in the 
eye and told me 
that the law school 
was an integral 
part of the univer-
sity; that you 
wanted to make it 
an excellent one; that you would 
give us all the resources we needed 
to accomplish that goal. As re-
cently as last spring, one of the 
members of your Presidential 
Search Committee assured me that 
you hired Dr. Pierce in part be-
cause she was so enthusiastic about 
the law school. Still later, she her-
self fed me that line. The first time 
we met, she rhapsodized about how 
"wonderfully" a law school and a 
liberal arts college "fit together." 
Consequently, every where I went 
I sang the university's praises. I 
repeatedly reassured my col-
leagues and our graduates that you 
cared and that you were commit-
ted to the law school. Unfortu-
nately, it now appears that the skep-
tics — so many of whom I con- 
veiled into believers like myself 
— were right. Your sale of the 
school has made a liar or an ass of 
me — probably both. Perhaps you 
now understand the pain I feel, 
having thought I was part of the 
University of Puget Sound only to 
learn that it regarded me as noth-
ing more than a hired shill. 
You also used me as a shill in the 
larger community. On behalf of 
the university, I devoted countless 
hours of my time and the time of 
my staff to community activities. 
Assuming that the university 
wanted to be a good citizen of 
Tacoma, I was proud to represent 
it in the Downtown Association, 
theCity Center Council, the Cham-
ber of Commerce, the Broadway 
Center Board, the Theater District 
Task Force, and the Theater Dis-
trict Foundation. Now I am em-
barrassed to be associated with an 
institution that in the past year has 
given the proverbial finger to the 
very community that once sus-
tained it. 
More generally, you reduced my 
colleagues and me to articles of 
commerce. You hung a "for sale" 
sign around our necks and auc-
tioned us off for the best price you 
could get. Knowing as I do the 
character of the parties who most 
probably represented you in these 
negotiations, I can imagine the 
smug and cruel little jokes they 
cracked about individual members 
of the faculty as they hammered 
out among themselves the price 
they would demand for us. (By the 
way, did you price us individu-
ally, or did you sell us for a single 
price as an "odd lot" or a grab 
bag?) 
What does it say about your char-
acter that this is the way you chose 
to reward my colleagues and me 
for, in some cases, over 21 years  
of loyal service to the University 
of Puget Sound? Remember, we 
are not just faceless names on a 
roster of free agents or a waiver 
list. We are men and women whom 
you knew personally and with 
whom you have worked on univer- 
sity committees. 
In many cases, 
we are persons 
who socialized 
with you and 
considered you 
friends, as well 
as professional 
colleagues. 
Your apparent 
lack of any understanding of how 
decent human beings would view 
this sale is revealed in your public 
posturing as our "protectors." You 
want all the world to believe that 
you "took such good care of us." 
Please, don't insult our intelligence. 
Such rationalizations may assuage 
guilty consciences, but they won't 
convince anyone that you cared 
one whit about us. You "took such 
good care of us" for only one rea-
son: You needed to close the deal. 
Since that depended on, among 
other things, the approval of the 
accrediting agencies and you knew 
that they would demand that our 
interests be protected, you really 
didn't have any choice, did you? 
Besides, you wouldn't be picking 
up the cost of the "protections" 
you negotiated, so you didn't need 
to be concerned about that either, 
did you? 
If this traffic in human beings 
weren't so tawdry, the transaction 
would be ironically amusing in at 
least one sense. For once, you re-
ally did consider the law school an 
asset—disposable, but an asset 
nonetheless. 
Let me close with a poignant 
incident that occurred last Wednes-
day evening. At the end of my 
Administrative Law class, a stu-
dent came up and reminded me of 
something I had said to the first 
year class when welcoming them 
to your university and law school: 
"You will probably buy many 
cars in your lifetime. You will prob-
ably own several homes. You may 
even marry more than one spouse. 
But you will have only one law 
school, and that school will be the 
University of Puget Sound." 
"You lied to us," he said in mock-
ing accusation. Recalling those 
remarks, I didn't know whether to 
laugh or cry. I still don't. 
The "bottom line" is that you sold the 
law school so you could be rated in a 
different, more prestigious category in 
U.S. News and World Report. 
More generally, you reduced my colleagues and 
me to articles of commerce. You hung a "for 
sale" sign around our necks and auctioned us 
off for the best price you could get. 
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Volleyball team thanks fans 
An open letter to our volleyball 
fans: 
hehal f of the I. niversity of 
P : tiget 
S*6 n d 
Women' 
1%011 ~ hall 
team I 
write this 
letter of 
thanks to 
all those 
who attended our matches. This 
includes all students, faculty, staff 
and friends. This has been a very 
exciting year because of all of you 
and the loyalty you have shown to 
the team. A special thanks to the 
bleacher creatures/hammer heads. 
We, you and the tetun, are mak- 
ing history. In the 13 years I have 
been here, there has never been a 
crowd like the one at the District 
finals last Saturday night. I truly 
believe that the fourth game come-
back could not have happened 
without your support and enthu-
siasm. The players all feed off the 
energy you 
sent. It was a 
special night 
only because 
we shared the 
victory with 
you. It would 
not have been 
the same 
without you!! Thank you! 
Robert K im & Volleyball Team 
This has be 
all of you a 
en a very exciting year because of 
nd the loyalty you have shown to 
the team. 
LIFEN 
-{ELL 
( cpc) 
sv Writ 
Gr)ocr4 
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Letters to the Editor EZ 
Crime is not the issue with drug legalization 
To the editor: 
I felt compelled to respond to 
Todd Starkweather's column "Will 
legalizing drugs help reduce 
crime?" Unfortunately, Mr. 
Starkweather has asked the wrong 
questions and has failed to con-
sider a number of factors. 
Historical Analysis 
Prohibition involved a drug 
which had been legal and was used 
by a large segment of the popula-
tion. You cannot compare the pro-
hibition of alcohol with legalizing 
something that has been illegal for 
eighty years. In addition, many 
illicit drugs are fundamentally dif-
ferent from alcohol. Marijuana has 
a half life of 72 hours (the half life 
of alcohol is one hour). If you 
smoke a joint, you are experienc-
ing its physical effects (reduction 
of muscle coordination and loss of 
inhibition) for three days. You are 
impaired when you drive a ve-
hicle, interact with your family or 
work at your job. To give another 
example, LSD can stay active in  
your system (stored in fat) for 30 
days. A user can go into a mild 
hallucinatory state at any time dur-
ing that period. 
Instead of looking at Prohibi-
tion, we must examine countries 
which decriminalized illicit drugs. 
Sweden legalized amphetamines 
in the 1960s. During the 1970s, 
Britain legalized heroin. The re-
sults were catastrophic. Addicts 
immigrated to both countries to 
buy inexpensive, legal drugs. Clin-
ics and pharmaceuticals began low 
key advertising campaigns to in-
crease profits. Legal drugs flooded 
the black market where pushers 
diluted the products to undersell 
legal competitors (people were still 
harmed by adulterated substances). 
Britain and Sweden suffered dip-
lomatically when the drugs fueled 
illegal trade in other countries. 
Within five years, the number of 
addicts in Sweden swelled 5000 
percent to over 10,000 people. 
Within ten years, the number of 
addicts in Britain increased 4500 
percent. In both cases hospital and  
welfare systems strained to meet 
the new demand. The major in-
crease of these huge increases were 
"advances" in drug technology. 
New drugs, and methods for ad-
ministering them, have been dis-
covered. New processing methods 
have also increased potency. Main-
lining, free-basing, heroin, crack 
and PCP are recent inventions, and 
are far more addicting than their 
turn-of-the-century counterparts. 
The increase in Sweden was for 
the most part due to the introduc-
tion of mainlining and potent new 
amphetamines. 
Mr. Starkweather also discussed 
the historical importance of rac-
ism, but failed to understand how 
it was involved. The response to 
opium use parallels the AIDS cri-
sis. The government responded 
only after the heterosexual popu-
lation became affected. Similarly, 
when Asians were affected, politi-
cians did little. In fact, white busi-
nessmen were selling opium. How-
ever, in the 1880s, white families 
began to be affected. At the time,  
most users of opium were women. 
Since they could not afford the 
drug, many women prostituted 
themselves. When wives and 
daughters became pregnant with 
mixed race children, white-con-
trolled government closed the 
opium dens. (Even prior to 
criminalization, families were de-
stroyed by drugs.) 
Would legalizing drugs be a 
benefit to society? 
Legalizing drugs does not ad-
dress key issues. The issue is not 
crime or drugs. The issue is jobs. If 
jobs were available, people would 
not sell drugs to feed themselves 
and their families. The issue is 
hope. If people believed they had a 
positive future, they would not turn 
to drugs to ease their hopelessness. 
The issue is mental health. If people 
could cope with the demands of 
the society, they would not turn to 
drugs to alleviate the stress. The 
question for America is how to 
create jobs, how to instill hope and 
how to encourage mental health. 
The answer to these questions does  
not lie in a bottle, a joint or a 
needle. 
Does Government have the 
right to intervene? 
The choice to use drugs dramati-
cally affects others around you. If 
you have a drug-induced accident, 
it is my tax dollars and insurance 
premiums that pay for your reha-
bilitation or funeral (750,00 traffic 
injuries and 20,000 deaths each 
year). If you work under the influ-
ence, it is your employer that suf-
fers a loss of revenue (100 billion 
dollars lost each year). If you use 
drugs, it is your family and friends 
that must pay the emotional price 
(three-quarters of all rapes and 
domestic homicides are drug-re-
lated). Any rise in these statistics 
could easily exceed the 5 billion 
dollars spent each year in enforc-
ing drug laws. Until we are able to 
manage legal drugs, we cannot risk 
decriminalizing others. 
Scott Sand 
Assistant Programming Director 
Residential Programs 
Racism not part of Christianity 
To the editor: 
a follower of Christ, I 
feel last week's article covering 
the speaker on Aryan Nations was 
misleading about the nature of 
Christianity. The article stated, 
"Christianity is the base for the 
white supremacist movement." On 
the contrary, it is a gross perver-
sion of Christianity that leads to 
such racism, though Floyd Cochran 
did not clarify that point. Instead, 
an article in the Klanwatch Intelli- 
gence Report that he passes out, 
did a better job of specifying Chris-
tian Identity as a "religion" and not 
relating it to Christianity. 
I believe the Bible tells the Truth, 
but humans, anyone, can twist and 
quote verses out of context to make 
them agree with their beliefs. Only 
through distortion can the Bible be 
used "to say just about anything 
you want it to." White suprema-
cists obviously ignore the fact that 
Jesus was Jewish! 
Karen Fenner 
Professor addresses time 
To the editor: 
Regarding the article "Time 
Keeps Ticking Away," you glossed 
over the one main reason most 
professors limit the amount of time 
students may have to complete a 
test. You said, "Al though one could 
argue that it would unfair to the 
other students in the class to offer 
this luxury, I do not think this argu-
ment is relevant." 
To the editor: 
In the November 11 edition of 
The Trail, the center pages, 10-11, 
were dedicated solely to the mourn-
ing of a recently relocated Seattle 
coffeehouse. 
"The Last Exit 
On Brooklyn" 
suffered a dis-
tressing and 
quite agonizing 
loss—their lease. 
The little coffee-
house at 3930 
Brooklyn Av- 
enue must temporarily close its 
doors to the public until it has 
moved to its new location. 
For God's sake! Bring in the 
violins! First off, this ain't Brook-
lyn. This ain't Seattle either. This 
is the University of Puget Sound. 
Nobody travels any further than 
26th and and Proctor for a cup of 
Starbucks coffee. Let's not delude 
ourselves. What? Are we supposed 
When I give a test, I enforce a 
time limit because many students 
must be in another class at the end 
of the hour and could not stay 
longer, even if they wanted to. It 
would be unfair to these students 
to allow others who are free the 
following hour to have extra time 
to complete the test. Do you really 
think this argument is irrelevant? 
Kenneth P. Clark 
Professor of Geology 
to bow our heads and say a prayer 
for the little coffeehouse that 
couldn't? It's only moving to a 
new location! The P.C. fascists 
can do without coffee for a week. 
Oh yeah, I forgot. It's not politi- 
cally correct to make jokes about 
coffeehouses. 
Shame on me! 
Hey, I've got an 
idea! For five 
minutes, let 's all 
go back to reality. 
No more double 
cappuccinos, 
double mochas or 
double ice- 
coffees with some of that yellow 
crap in it. No double nothing! Let's 
just have a good, old-fashioned 
cup of coffee. You know. That 
brown stuff you grind up and stick 
in a machine that plugs into the 
wall and turns the brown stuff into 
liquid brown stuff. It actually tastes 
pretty good. 
Jonathan Holly 
Reader berates Last Exit feature 
Are we supposed to 
bow our heads and 
say a prayer for the 
little coffeehouse 
that couldn't? 
Photo Serviceson . striKo0vot'...„ on 
is ti a rendering of ritt'slaff ofPftigii'seeoteeras they weittogstrikeNtitTiOiii*vastl The 
Trail in protest of a budget cut instituted by AS(IPS, refusing to take any further pictures °icon:mt . 
happenings until funding is restored. Trail editor Jonah Jameson tried to snake the best of a had 
situation by announcing to his staff that the 1711$Sttig boxes in the news section will be replaced with 
rrerPtS from a Scooby-Doo coloring book, 
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Contract between co-ed housemates 
(Drafted for the purpose of reaching agreements regarding toilet use) 
	  19 
We, 	 , 	 , and 	 , representing the males living 
in the co-ed campus house located at 	 , hereafter referred to as the party of the 
first, and .  and , representing the females 
living at samc,hereafter referred to as the party of the second do agree, as undersigned, to adhere to 
the following compromises with regard to toilet use: 
Section 1.1: 
As the party of the first seems incapable of remembering to put the seat back down when they are 
finished, they shall agree to at least lift the lid preceding initiation of urination. 
Whereas the party of the first shall agree not to forget, whether through negligence nor malice, to 
leave the seat down when urinating, thus resulting in residual backspray on said seat. 
Section 1.2: 
Since the party of the first does not understand how the party of the second could actually be daft 
enough to sit down on a toilet without checking first to see if said seat is actually down, the party of 
the second shall claim full responsibilty for the placement of their own buttocks: 
Whereas even though the party of the second could actually be foolish enough to fall in on occassion, 
they shall first check to see if said toilet seat is, in fact, down. 
Section 13: 
Both the party of the first nor party of the second shall agree not to leave less than five squares of toilet 
paper left on the dispensing roll. 
Whereas the house penalty for leaving empty cardboard tube on said dispenser without leaving a 
fresh roll of toilet paper within reach shall be one-month's toilet-cleaning duty, representing no less 
than three occassions (This means you, party of the first!). 
Both parties do grudgingly sign this document to acknowledge strict adherence to the above 
conditions, and agree to post this document within arm's reach of the toilet, for emergency use in the 
event of a violation of Section 1.3. PRO: Scaring the pants off of Education and OT/PT students. 
PRO: Accounting majors don't 
feel so alone. 
PRO: Amusing caricatures of 
President Pierce appeari ng in TNT. 
PRO: Being able to crack 
lawyer jokes at faculty meetings. 
PRO: Having a good laugh at 
Seattle University's expense. 
CON: University loses free re-
source for legal counsel. 
CON: Phonathon will be calling 
the rest of us twice as often. 
CON: Being fed more stories of 
how the "rumors preceded reality." 
CON: Selling it auction-style 
would have raised more money. 
CON: Tuition is still going to go 
sky-high. 
.satire 
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The Law School Farewell Issue 
Ethical dilemmas 
on the UPS campus 
Ask yourself these morally 
puzzling conundrums: 
UBy Jim Beam 
Staff Arbiter 
Is it ethical: To open doors with the Handicapped 
Access button if you're not handicapped? 
Is it ethical: To tie up the printer in the computer lab 
five minutes before the hour with a twenty-page 
paper? 
Is it ethical: To walk through the "library materials 
only" turnstile when you have no library materials? 
Is it ethical: To put detergent in Jones Fountain? 
Is it ethical: To drop ordinary trash on the conveyor 
belt at the SUB bussing station? 
Is it ethical: To get a UPS student discount from Pizza 
Time from an off-campus house? 
Is it ethical: To use up the copies left on an abandoned 
copy card? 
Is it ethical: To pee on the hallucinogenic mushrooms? 
Is it ethical: To put library reference texts in places 
where only you will be able to find them? 
Is it ethical: To unplug a video game in the Rendez-
vous just so you can put in a high score? 
Is it ethical: To take dishes from the SUB if you bring 
them back at the end of the year? 
Is it ethical: To raid piles of Trails for condoms or E-9 
coupons? 
Is it ethical: To keep the Victoria Secret catalogs sent to 
your previous housemates? 
Is it ethical: To sip off the top few ounces from a Pepsi 
in the SUB and refill it? 
Is it ethical: To sneak food into Campus Films? 
Is it ethical: To park in Faculty parking a half-hour 
before 5:00, when the chances of getting a ticket are 
minimal? 
Is it ethical: To fill in the part of your registration form 
marked 'Advisor's Signature' with an illegible 
squiggle? 
Pro/Con: Selling the 
law school 
I 
I 
x 
I 
I x x I 
I x x I 
I I (Party of the first) (Party of the second) 
I 
	 Signed, 
I x 
lommmwmilummommmmill 
— The Trail: Even fish love to get wrapped up in it 
"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has 
been set off from the rest of this paper. Any resemblence to any 
person, place, thing or other entity without satirical intent is strictly 
coincidental. 
(Clip and post) 
Written and compiled by the ASUPS Publicity Office 
Campus Films Presents... 
TOM HANKS MEG RYAN 
SLEEPLESS 
IN SEATTLE 
Fri. & Sat. 7:00 & 9:00, Sun. 6:00 & 9:30 in MC003 
$1 with UPS ID, $2 without 
$$ GET PAID $$ 
to cause trouble y 
work for TheTrail 
$ Layout Editor 
$ Graphic Artist 
$ Copy Editors 
$ Sports Assistant 
$ Distribution Manager 
pa[. positiOns 
avattable for 5prin8 Semester! 
Call Eric or Steve 
x3197 
or pick up an applicaion 
in SUB 011 
(:)0 rr qn/(YW. 
131. 
